RENEWAL
ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY
KANSAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

The Group listed below hereby agrees to renew its agreement with the Kansas Department of Transportation to participate in the Adopt-A-Highway Program. This will be for a two year period beginning __________________________. All terms and conditions contained in the original agreement dated __________________________ will apply to the renewal period.

The Group agrees to obtain new signed release forms for each participant. The Group shall obtain a new signed release and consent form for each participant between the ages of 11 and 18, which shall be signed by either the parent or guardian and the child. All release and consent forms are made part of this renewal. The Group agrees that new release and consent forms are effective during the time of this renewal. It is the option of the Group to have the release and consent forms signed prior to each roadside pickup or one signed release and consent form per participant for the term of renewal. The Group shall be responsible to obtain and update the release and consent forms for members that join during the time of renewal.

WARNING

By signing this agreement, the Group agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions set forth in the original agreement. In addition the Group’s representative acknowledges the hazardous work involved in litter pickups and assumes the responsibility of advising participating Group members of the risk of the hazards posed by traffic, nature, the condition of the right-of-way and the hazardous materials which may be found on the right-of-way.

PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION BELOW

NAME OF GROUP

NAME TO APPEAR ON ROAD SIGN (30 letters/spaces maximum)

GROUP'S MAILING ADDRESS                        CITY                             ZIP CODE

GROUP’S AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE (President, other Officer or Contact Person)

GROUP'S ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY CONTACT

GROUP'S CONTACT'S TELEPHONE NUMBER
(DAY)                                           (NIGHT)

CONTACT'S EMAIL

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE FOR THE GROUP

KDOT DISTRICT ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY COORDINATOR APPROVAL

NOTE: This information is available in alternative accessible formats. To obtain an alternative format, contact the KDOT Office of Public Affairs, Dwight D. Eisenhower State Office Building, 700 SW Harrison ST., TOPEKA, KS 66603-3754 or phone (785) 296-3585 (Voice)/(TTY).
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